E Unus pluribum, or ''Of One, Many'', may be at the root of decoding the RNA sequence-structure-function relationship. RNAs embody the large majority of genes in higher eukaryotes and fold in a sequence-directed fashion into three-dimensional structures that perform functions conserved across all cellular life forms, ranging from regulating to executing gene expression. While it is the most important determinant of the RNA structure, the nucleotide sequence is generally not sufficient to specify a unique set of secondary and tertiary interactions due to the highly frustrated nature of RNA folding. This frustration results in folding heterogeneity, a common phenomenon wherein a chemically homogeneous population of RNA molecules folds into multiple stable structures. Often, these alternative conformations constitute misfolds, lacking the biological activity of the natively folded RNA. Intriguingly, a number of RNAs have recently been described as capable of adopting multiple distinct conformations that all perform, or contribute to, the same function. Characteristically, these conformations interconvert slowly on the experimental timescale, suggesting that they should be regarded as distinct native states. We discuss how rugged folding free energy landscapes give rise to multiple native states in the Tetrahymena Group I intron ribozyme, hairpin ribozyme, sarcin-ricin loop, ribosome, and an in vitro selected aptamer. We further describe the varying degrees to which folding heterogeneity impacts function in these RNAs, and compare and contrast this impact with that of heterogeneities found in protein folding. Embracing that one sequence can give rise to multiple native folds, we hypothesize that this phenomenon imparts adaptive advantages on any functionally evolving RNA quasispecies.
Introduction
The discovery three decades ago that certain RNA molecules, termed ribozymes, catalyze chemical reactions in a manner similar to protein enzymes demonstrated an unexpected level of functional versatility of RNA that may have spawned life in This journal is c the Owner Societies 2011
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 11524-11537 11525 the form of an RNA world. [1] [2] [3] Accordingly, over the last decade a large number of non-protein coding RNAs (ncRNAs) have been discovered that play essential roles in all aspects of modern life. [4] [5] [6] [7] These roles include regulation of gene expression, 8, 9 post-transcriptional RNA processing, 2,3,10 protein biosynthesis, 11 and essential genomic processing in pathogens. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] It was also discovered that some ribozyme motifs are broadly distributed among a wide set of organismal genomes. [17] [18] [19] [20] Moreover, in vitro selection has generated ribozymes with additional activities such as aminoacyl-RNA synthesis, 21 selfreplication, 22 and organic synthesis, 23 all functions postulated to have played a pivotal role in the RNA world. Finally, a rapidly increasing number of crystal structures has shed light onto the impressive complexity of the underlying RNA structures. [24] [25] [26] Clearly, RNA has the capacity to assume a wide variety of functions based on the ability of its sequence to encode versatile three-dimensional structures, yet our understanding of the RNA sequence-structure-function relationship is still in its infancy.
Self-cleaving ribozymes are ideal model systems for the study of sequence-structure-function relationships in ncRNA, since their activity (and hence, proper folding) can be quickly and easily assayed. 24, 25, [27] [28] [29] [30] These ribozymes catalyze a sitespecific transesterification of the phosphate-ribose backbone resulting in the formation of two cleavage products: a 5 0 product bearing a 2 0 -3 0 cyclic phosphate, and a 3 0 product bearing a 5 0 -OH group. The activity of these ribozymes depends on the presence of metal cations-especially divalents such as Mg 2+ -that stabilize the active tertiary structure of an RNA and may also confer a direct chemical rate enhancement. 31 Additionally, the relatively small size of most self-cleaving ribozymes allows for convenient in vitro transcription of large amounts of sample for biochemical assays and chemical synthesis to incorporate site-specific modifications and labels for chemogenetic and biophysical studies.
Perhaps due to the ease of relating folding to activity, studies of ribozymes have revealed a peculiar propensity of RNA to adopt alternate conformations, a phenomenon often described as conformational heterogeneity. While the first reversible misfolding of RNA was reported in leucyl-tRNA (tRNA Leu ), 32, 33 the prevalence of alternate kinetically stable structures in RNA became more apparent with studies of several self-cleaving ribozymes. In most cases, such conformational heterogeneity was attributed to ''misfolded'' (inactive or less active) ribozymes or long-lived folding intermediates. [34] [35] [36] [37] In fact, virtually all ribozymes, as well as many other RNAs, are prone to this type of conformational heterogeneity, leading to a persistent view in the field that alternative folding is a nuisance to be avoided. 38, 39 A particularly intriguing example of folding heterogeneity was recently characterized in the Tetrahymena group I intron (TG1I) ribozyme (Fig. 1) . 40 Upon binding of the substrate to its 5 0 -end, the TG1I ribozyme forms a helix termed P1 that subsequently swings by B6 nm to dock the substrate into the preformed active site and form the active complex (Fig. 1A) . Using single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) measurements and cleavage activity assays, the authors provided evidence that subpopulations of the ribozyme exhibiting widely variable (4800-fold) docking equilibrium constants are, surprisingly, all catalytically active. In fact, 94% of all molecules within these different populations maintain the same rate constant of catalysis ( Fig. 1E and F ). While only a small fraction of molecules spontaneously switches between subpopulations on an experimentally accessible time scale (i.e., the heterogeneity is relatively static), molecules can be induced to redistribute among subpopulations by refolding through the removal and subsequent reintroduction of Mg 2+ ions ( Fig. 1B-D) . 40 This finding strongly suggests that several active, or ''native'', states arise from conformational differences rather than changes in chemistry or local environment.
This work on the TG1I ribozyme provides a strong impetus to revisit questions about the origin and possible biological function of folding heterogeneity in RNA. In fact, evidence of very similar behavior has been accruing for a number of functional RNAs over the past decade. In the following we will discuss how the physical properties of RNA give rise to a propensity for heterogeneous folding. Providing further examples, we will show that such folding behavior is commonplace, and in some cases clearly contributes to RNA function. Finally, we will speculate as to the significance of this behavior in the context of molecular adaptability and evolution.
The free energy landscape of RNA folding is rugged and frustrated
Among biopolymers, RNA possesses a number of characteristics that make its folding behavior unique. First, the multitude of dihedral angles in the phosphate-ribose backbone of RNA results in an immense range of possible topologies (or folds) for even relatively short RNAs. Second, the relative dominance of only a few types of base pairing interactions (Watson-Crick AÁU and GÁC, as well as common GÁU wobble pairs) results in a ''frustrated'' folding landscape with a large number of nearly degenerate secondary structures. Third, the ability of RNA to form highly stable duplexes, cooperatively reinforced by a large number of hydrogen bonds and basestacking interactions, gives its folding landscape a deeply furrowed character, resulting in alternate secondary and tertiary structures that may take very long to interconvert once formed. 41 Together, these factors give rise to a high propensity to form kinetically trapped alternate folds.
The ribose-phosphate backbone contains six rotatable dihedral angles per nucleotide (conventionally labeled a-z, Fig. 2A ), or even more when the constrained torsional angles of the sugar ring (n 0 -n 4 , Fig. 2A ) and the glycosidic bond dihedral (w, Fig. 2A ) are considered. This number compares to only two such angles per amino acid in proteins, resulting in a much wider range of possible conformations in RNA than in peptides of comparable size. While Watson-Crick base pairing in standard A-form helical stems places strict restraints on the possible torsional angles, single-stranded regions of RNA molecules-formally junctions, loops, and bulges (Fig. 2B )-still have a multitude of possible conformations. As a result, the folding topology of an RNA can be rendered quite complex through the formation of multiple helical junctions and tertiary interactions such as pseudoknots, ribose zippers, kissing-loop interactions, and tetraloop-receptor interactions (Fig. 2C ). [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] Several advances have been made towards classifying combinations of dihedral angles into structural motifs based on mono-or dinucleotide units, reducing the number of empirically observed conformations considerably. In one approach, backbone dihedral angles were organized into so-called ''suites'', where a conformation is defined between adjacent sugar residues as a group of two sets of angles: d-e-z and a-b-g-d.
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Along with careful quality-based filtering of crystallographic source data, this system enables the classification of empirically observed RNA backbone conformations into 42 suites, later expanded to 46 conformers in an effort that unified a handful of other approaches. 49 Still, the number of conformations available to even a short oligonucleotide would be staggering in the absence of other information, posing a serious obstacle to decoding the relationship between sequence and structure.
Fortunately, the complexity of RNA folding is reduced considerably by its hierarchical nature wherein the secondary structure typically folds before the tertiary structure (Fig. 2D) . 39, 50 Hybridization of complementary segments of an RNA sequence occurs in as little as microseconds. 28, 51 Once formed, an A-form RNA helix is stabilized by base pairing and base stacking interactions worth about À1 to À3 kcal mol À1 per base pair. 41, 50 As a result, even short RNA oligomers of B10 base pairs (bp) may have half-lives of dissociation on the order of minutes or hours near room temperature. 52, 53 On the other hand, tertiary interactions (loop-loop hydrogen bonding, base-phosphate and base-sugar interactions) frequently form and interconvert on the timescale of milliseconds to seconds and are comparatively weak. [54] [55] [56] Because of this difference in kinetics and stability, the secondary structure places relatively rigid constraints on accessible tertiary structures; conversely, isolated stem-loops of a larger RNA structure often fold properly even in the absence of tertiary interactions. 41 While it simplifies the prediction of the RNA structure, the stability of the secondary structure also gives rise to a deeply furrowed free energy landscape of folding with large barriers separating different folded states.
Finally, the folding free energy landscape of RNA is described as ''frustrated'' by a large number of possible alternative 
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Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 11524-11537 11527 folds (Fig. 2D ). This description derives from the tendency of RNA to become trapped in local minima and requires great energy to overcome these barriers and attain a ''native'' structure. Due to the diminutive 4-nucleobase alphabet of RNA, there is a high probability that any two sequences of nucleotides will have coincidentally complementary regions. Even random RNA sequences containing tens of nucleotides are predicted to be approximately 50% base-paired, 57 implying the existence of numerous possible alternative secondary structures. Modern software packages use partition function approaches to predict the RNA secondary structure, yielding more reliable predictions of base pairing and thermodynamic parameters than considering only the minimum-energy structure. [58] [59] [60] [61] Clearly, the number and impact of possible alternate secondary structures are significant.
Multiple active species with slow interconversion are observed in a number of RNAs
Due to the complex and rugged folding free energy landscape of RNA, long-lived variations in the structure, or so-called static heterogeneities, arise in RNAs as diverse as those found in plant virus satellites, the eukaryotic ribosome, and artificial selections of ligand-binding aptamers. 40, 54, [62] [63] [64] Misfolding is perhaps a trivial example, but it is important to consider that one function's trash may be another function's treasure.
An example is the adoption of different secondary structures for the purpose of switching between active and inactive forms of a ribozyme, such as at different stages in the replication cycle of a pathogen. For instance, the hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme must be active in order to cleave concatemeric linear transcripts of HDV RNA into unit-length fragments for ligation into circular copies of the genome. Once this task is accomplished, however, the ribozyme becomes inactive by adopting alternate base pairing patterns as part of a long, 70% self-complementary, rod-like structure of the RNA genome of HDV, presumably for the purpose of packaging and delivery of the intact genome to new host cells. 16 Here, we focus on another type of static heterogeneity: the presence of distinct species that all contribute, in varying degrees, to the same nominal function. In investigating such phenomena, several questions must be addressed:
1. What impact does the structural heterogeneity have on function?
2. How robust is the heterogeneity to changes in experimental conditions?
3. Does the heterogeneity arise from purely conformational differences, i.e., can covalent modification or mutation be ruled out?
4. If the differences are conformational, do they represent alternate secondary structures or more subtle variations in tertiary structures? 
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Studies of heterogeneity in model systems have begun to answer these questions. Such studies often involve a combination of ensemble and single-molecule methods, utilizing the relative strengths of each approach to deduce the nature of the heterogeneity. 40, [63] [64] [65] Ensemble assays of RNA are rapid, well established for many systems, and can employ a variety of detection methods, the two most common of which are fluorescence and autoradiography. While requiring relatively large amounts of sample material, ensemble assays often require minimal modification and processing of sample material. Single-molecule fluorescence based assays generally require precise fluorescent labeling, specialized equipment, and in-depth statistical analysis, but work with low amounts of sample. Additionally, single-molecule assays allow correlations to be drawn between conformational behavior and catalytic efficiency without physical separation. Only through utilizing these techniques in conjunction can the nature of these heterogeneities in RNA be addressed, as illustrated in the following with arguably the most prominent examples.
The hairpin ribozyme
One of the most thoroughly characterized examples of static heterogeneity in an RNA is found in the hairpin ribozyme, a self-cleaving and self-ligating small ribozyme first discovered in the negative strand of the tobacco ringspot virus (TRSV) satellite RNA. 66, 67 Central to catalytic activity of the ribozyme is the docking of its two helix-loop-helix domains (A and B) by tertiary interactions between the nucleotides in bulges present in each helix to form the active site. At room temperature, in the presence of Mg 2+ ions, this docking is readily reversible (Fig. 3A) . Despite its much smaller size, the docking of a helix (domain A) into the catalytic core (domain B) of the hairpin ribozyme, enabled by a flexible hinge region, superficially resembles docking of helix P1 into the TG1I ribozyme (compare Fig. 1A and 2A) .
Utilizing smFRET assays to quantify the kinetics of these docking and undocking transitions, the Walter and Chu groups first uncovered kinetic heterogeneities in the hairpin ribozyme in 2002. 55 Only by utilizing smFRET could the behaviors of individual molecules be observed without the ensemble averaging inherent to bulk assays. For smFRET detection, the opposite ends of one strand of the RNA were labeled with the fluorophores Cy3 (smFRET donor) and Cy5 (acceptor), which exhibit high FRET efficiency when proximal to each other in the docked state and low FRET efficiency in the undocked state (Fig. 3A) . Samples were immobilized on a derivatized quartz slide, and Cy3 and Cy5 emission intensities of single molecules were observed by total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. 55, 68 Although the rate constant of docking was invariant across all molecules, subpopulations of ribozyme molecules were observed to undock with four distinct rate constants spanning three orders of magnitude. Furthermore, individual molecules rarely (o5% of observed molecules) switched between these kinetic regimes even over 3 hours incubation-each molecule retained a ''memory'' of its undocking rate constant. Strikingly, the multiple undocking populations were observed to all convert to product from the docked state; i.e., the faster the undocking relative to the cleavage/ligation rate constants, the more docking/ undocking cycles become necessary on average for a successful substrate turnover ( Fig. 3B and C) . Thus, the existence of distinctly undocking, yet catalytically active, native states quantitatively explains the multi-exponential cleavage kinetics noted in ensemble assays of the hairpin ribozyme ( Fig. 3A and B) . 55, 69 Importantly, it was shown that this heterogeneity is not caused by the surface immobilization used in smFRET measurements. First, bulk cleavage assays of ribozymes with the same modifications (Cy3, Cy5, and biotin) yield similar kinetic parameters to those obtained by smFRET techniques. 55, 69, 70 Second, the same kinetic heterogeneity was observed by smFRET when the Lilley and Ha groups captured ribozymes on the slide surface by encapsulation within phospholipid vesicles, rather than through direct biotin-streptavidin interaction. 71 Surprisingly, the level of undocking heterogeneity proved not to be affected by either changes in Mg 2+ concentration 72 or site-specific mutations or modifications with impact on the undocking rate constants; the rate constant of each subpopulation simply shifted by about the same factor. 69 In subsequent work, evidence was presented that the molecular heterogeneities of the hairpin ribozyme, while extremely longlived, are not due to any detectable covalent modification. 65 More specifically, through the use of electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) on polyacrylamide gels, two distinct, either slow-or fast-migrating species of the ribozyme were resolved (as top and bottom bands, respectively). Upon elution from the gel and further analysis of the fluorophore distance distributions by time-resolved FRET (trFRET), the two species showed marked differences; while less than 40% of the slow-migrating species adopts the docked conformation, greater than 80% of the fast-migrating species does. Analysis by smFRET showed that the top band is enriched in the fastest undocking subpopulation, which is expected to be less docked and compact, consistent with its lower mobility, whereas the bottom band is enriched in the most slowly undocking subpopulation, expected to reside largely in the compact docked conformation. 65 This differential enrichment within two separable species opened up an opportunity to determine whether the hairpin ribozyme subpopulations can be induced to redistribute. To this end, the individual 5 0 -and 3 0 -segment strands (termed RzA and RzB) of each species were further separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis, removing all base pairing between them. When the RzA and RzB strands of the slow-migrating species were re-annealed and re-analyzed by EMSA, the RNA redistributed into fast-and slow-migrating species as before, but not the RzA and RzB strands originating from the fast-migrating species, which continued to preferentially form the fast-migrating species (Fig. 3D) . Accordingly, mixing RzA and RzB strands originating from different species yields intermediate levels of the two EMSA bands (Fig. 3D) . This asymmetry suggests that the molecular heterogeneity leading to formation of the catalytically more active fast-migrating species is maintained even upon full denaturation of all interstrand base pairs. 65 In the same work, we were also able to show by highresolution (o1 amu) mass spectrometry that the RzA and RzB strands from the fast-and slow-migrating strands are identical in mass (Fig. 3E) . 65 In addition, both chemically synthesized and in vitro transcribed ribozyme behave similarly, and footprinting revealed only minor differences in the secondary structure between the EMSA separated species. While these observations do not rule out mass-neutral covalent modifications as the source of conformational heterogeneity, such as certain UV-induced crosslinks, they do strongly support the notion that more subtle conformational 73 or topological differences 40 are at play. In summary, the hairpin ribozyme folds into multiple active populations with disparate global dynamics but only subtle differences in the secondary structure. Compared to the multiple native states of the TG1I ribozyme many parallels are observed, although the native states of the hairpin ribozyme are separated by larger free energy barriers and, consequently, do not interconvert quite as freely upon refolding as those of the TG1I ribozyme (Fig. 4) .
The sarcin-ricin loop
Domain B of the hairpin ribozyme shares sequence homology and a version of an RNA structural motif termed an S-turn with the toxin-sensitive sarcin-ricin loop (SRL) of the large subunit ribosomal RNA (rRNA, Fig. 5A ). 65 Intriguingly, conformational heterogeneity has also been observed in this stem-loop motif that is highly conserved across all kingdoms.
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Several 27-nt versions of the sarcin-ricin loop (SRL) from rat were transcribed in vitro and analyzed by EMSA, revealing two species of identical length but with different electrophoretic mobilities (Fig. 5B) , similar to our observations on the hairpin ribozyme. No heat-induced interconversion of the two species was observed, suggesting that the heterogeneity is thermodynamically quite stable. Intriguingly, the slow-migrating species (constituting 30-50% of the total SRL) is resistant to cleavage by the endoribonuclease restrictocin (a sarcin analog) when compared to the native substrate (70-50% of total SRL, Fig. 5B ). 62 As with the hairpin ribozyme, chemically synthesized SRL shows the same heterogeneity. While it is unknown whether this phenomenon persists in vivo, or how it might affect translation by the ribosome, i.e., which of the species represents a native state, it is tempting to speculate that the presence of multiple folds could confer an adaptive advantage through partial resistance to different toxins. Conformational heterogeneity may thus be akin to sequence variation of rRNA; in E. coli alone there are seven different rRNA sequences, each with minor sequence discrepancies that may confer increased adaptability to the cell.
The ribosome
Given that a small stem-loop of the ribosome exhibits profound folding heterogeneity, it comes as no surprise that the bacterial ribosome, at B2.4 MDa and with three RNA and 450 protein components the largest of all ribozymes, has recently been shown to display heterogenous intersubunit rotational dynamics in its pre-translocation complex (Fig. 6 ). Pre-translocation complexes (pre-complexes) occur when the acetyl(A)-site and peptidyl(P)-sites of the ribosome are occupied by tRNAs that have undergone a peptidyl transfer but have yet to translocate to the P-and E-sites, respectively. As shown in previous ensemble and single-molecule FRET based studies, [74] [75] [76] [77] the small (30S) and large (50S) subunits of the ribosome spontaneously ratchet among the classic pre-complex (with the two tRNAs occupying the A/A-P/P sites in the 30S/50S subunits) and two hybrid conformations (Hy1: A/A-P/E, Hy2: A/P-P/E). Subsequently, elongation factor-G catalyzes translocation to the post-translocation complex (P/P-E/E). Heterogeneity arises in that only B2/3 of all ribosomal complexes observed by smFRET display dynamic fluctuation between the classic and hybrid states (Fig. 6) . 64, 76 Of these, a roughly equal distribution of complexes exhibits transitions either between the Hy1 and the classic state or the Hy1 and the Hy2 state.
The remaining B1/3 of static complexes are distributed among the low FRET classic and hybrid states with a high prevalence for the classic state, along with a small number of high FRET molecules occupying the POST state (Fig. 6C) . 64 The authors propose a qualitative folding free energy landscape of translocation with high energy barriers preventing reverse translocation and smaller minima/maxima for the fluctuating and nonfluctuating FRET states, downwardly trending towards the Hy2 state that is adopted just before translocation. 64 
The AN58 aptamer
So far, we have discussed the static heterogeneities observed in naturally occurring RNAs, yet there exists at least one artificially selected RNA aptamer that shows similar behavior. The AN58 RNA is a truncation construct of the larger aptGluR2-99 aptamer, in vitro selected to block the GluR2 AMPA receptor by binding to regions thought to be essential to function. 78 When AN58 was transcribed in vitro and purified by gel electrophoresis, two different, non-interconvertible populations (M1 and M2) were observed by EMSA (Fig. 7) . Neither of these isoforms can individually inhibit the GluR2 AMPA receptor, yet when recombined, they show inhibition comparable to that of unseparated AN58 and very similar to that of the parent aptGluR2-99 (Fig. 7B) . Sequencing by primer extension and glyoxal treatment followed by gel electrophoretic analysis showed that M1 and M2 have the same length and sequence. To elucidate any differences in the secondary structure between M1 and M2, a combination of in-line probing and selective 2 0 -hydroxyl acetylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) was utilized. Results from these footprinting assays suggested that M1 and M2 form short stem-loop structures in alternate regions of the unstructured 3 0 -region of the RNA (Fig. 7D) . 63 Thus, in contrast to the hairpin ribozyme, in this case alternate, very stable secondary structures appear to be responsible for the heterogeneous behavior. Yet AN58 maintains its static heterogeneity in a manner similar to both hairpin ribozyme and SRL (Fig. 7C) . 63 In summary, while likely only the tip of the proverbial iceberg, the above five examples (TG1I and hairpin ribozymes, SRL, bacterial ribosome, and AN58 aptamer) arguably represent the best characterized occurrences of heterogeneous RNA behaviors. In each case, different copies of what is ostensibly a single chemical species with a defined nucleotide sequence are capable of adopting different conformations of similar or distinguishable native functionality.
Parallels with protein folding
Often, insights into RNA structure-function relationships trail those of proteins; it is therefore helpful to take a look at our current understanding of heterogeneities in protein folding. There are many similarities between the folding behavior of RNA and that of proteins. Like RNA, proteins fold hierarchically, with local interactions forming first and largely determining the overall structure of the folded polypeptide. 79, 80 Both RNA and proteins can adopt a given fold with very few specific sequence requirements. 19, 81 However, there are some important differences. Protein folding is mainly directed by fairly nonspecific hydrophobic collapse 80, 82 rather than by the formation of specific hydrogen bonds such as in tightly aligned (stacked) RNA base pairs. Furthermore, the native states of proteins are typically only marginally stabilized by 5-10 kcal mol À1 relative to their denatured states, which is comparable to the stability of an RNA duplex containing a mere 8-10 base pairs. 83, 84 In other words, a short RNA stem-loop folds with similar thermodynamic stability as an entire protein. This distinction is reflected by the fact that, whereas RNA secondary structure elements fold very stably in isolation, 41 the secondary structure of proteins is often strongly influenced by context (such as tertiary interactions). 85 Thus, one might expect to observe less profoundly heterogeneous folding in proteins than in RNA.
Ensemble kinetic experiments on protein folding have frequently observed trapped conformations. Many of these are non-native folding intermediates that generally persist for only seconds or less, as for lysozyme 86 and staphylococcal nuclease. 87 In other cases, states with native-like activity have been observed. For instance, upon refolding from 8 M urea, the majority of dihydrofolate reductase folds transiently into an intermediate that efficiently binds a substrate analog. 88 Similar behavior was observed for RNase A, which has a long-lived folding intermediate possessing enzymatic activity similar to that of the native state in spite of some structural differences. 89 In both of these proteins, the native state ultimately forms, even though RNase A takes from one to several minutes to fold to completion.
The advent of single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy overcame the drawbacks of ensemble averaging and revealed numerous examples of heterogeneous activity and folding of single protein enzymes, showing that this property is the rule rather than the exception. Individual lipase molecules were shown to exhibit fluctuating substrate turnover kinetics, likely explained by conformational changes on the order of tens of milliseconds. 90 Single-molecule studies of flavoenzymes, monitored by changes in the intrinsic fluorescence of the flavin cofactor in the course of its redox chemistry or electron transfer to a nearby tyrosine, found fluctuations as slow as 1 s À1 in both the substrate turnover kinetics and conformations of individual enzymes (Fig. 8A-C) , 91, 92 as did similar studies of horseradish peroxidase. 93 Longer-lived fluctuations in activity, with lifetimes on the order of minutes, were observed for single molecules of bacteriophage l exonuclease. 94 The activity of electrophoretically purified lactate dehydrogenase molecules was found to vary by a factor of four in a manner that remained constant for a given single molecule over two hours, which the authors suggested could be due to different stable arrangements of monomers in the homotetrameric enzyme. 95, 96 Similar findings of static heterogeneity were made for alkaline phosphatase, 97 b-galactosidase, 98 and the DNA helicase RecBCD. 99, 100 Perhaps most intriguingly, recent folding studies of a GFP triple mutant with enhanced fluorescence emission termed GFPmut2 provide evidence of multiple native states, characterized by distinct chromophore switching kinetics, that do not interconvert over several hours unless refolded from the denatured state, [101] [102] [103] providing strong evidence of long-lived conformational heterogeneity in native proteins ( Fig. 8D and E) .
In summary, like the RNA examples highlighted above, many native proteins exhibit conformational heterogeneity that generally lasts for milliseconds to seconds, but can persist for hours in some proteins. The commonly shorter timescale of most of these protein fluctuations may reflect the less rugged conformational landscape of proteins as compared with RNA, although there are clearly exceptions. As with RNA, the microscopic origin of this heterogeneity in proteins is generally unclear. As an exception, Polakowski et al. showed that at least some long-lived heterogeneity of enzyme activity can be attributed to covalent differences such as partial degradation of the peptide or post-translational modifications such as glycosylation, which persist in crudely purified samples. 104 However, at least in the case of the GFP mutant, GFPmut2, the differences between native states appear conformational in origin, as the states redistribute upon denaturation as is observed also for the TG1I ribozyme. The discovery of such behavior in both proteins and RNAs, in spite of their distinct biophysical properties, suggests that multiple similar native states may be a general feature of biopolymers of complex structure. The fact that wild-type GFP shows less conformational heterogeneity than GFPmut2 invokes the notion that natural evolution may in some cases select against it.
RNA conformational quasispecies may be natural facilitators of molecular evolution
In the context of evolution, genetic diversity within a population of organisms correlates with the fitness of that population. 105, 106 Such diversity confers upon the population resistance to parasites, toxins, and other environmental insults. Numerous examples for such effects have been observed, ranging from genetic resistance to certain human diseases, [107] [108] [109] resistance of insects towards pesticides, 110 and the appearance of antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria. 111 While a large amount of phenotypic diversity arises from genetic mutations, many other molecular sources of phenotypic variation have been elucidated over the last several decades, including the action of transcription factors and repressors, 112 covalent modification of histones and DNA, 113 RNA interference, [114] [115] [116] riboswitches, [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] and alternative splicing. 122, 123 These mechanisms make a great degree of phenotypic diversity possible even in populations of genetically identical cells. In some cases, phenotypic variation can arise stochastically in a population, such as through the translation of low-copy-number mRNAs in cells 124, 125 or the presence of very low concentrations of transcriptional regulators. 112 Thus, stochastic single-molecule events have an important impact on the fate of an entire organism and perhaps the fitness of the entire population of organisms. 126 In the case of rapidly replicating systems with relatively high mutation rates, such as viruses or bacteria, molecular evolution is described by the quasispecies model, in which variation and selection occur not on the level of well-defined molecular species with nearly identical genetic makeup, but rather on the level of so-called quasispecies comprising clusters of related sequences replicating according to their aggregate fitness level. [127] [128] [129] Due to high replication and mutation rates, the fitness of a single genotype, which will not likely be faithfully preserved in the offspring, becomes less important than the overall fitness of the cluster or quasispecies. In fact, the functional diversity of the quasispecies confers enhanced adaptability to dynamic environments, allowing for example viruses to rapidly evolve resistance to vaccines and antiviral drugs. 130 To maximally exploit this evolutionary advantage, most viruses and organisms are found to maintain an inverse relationship between their mutational error rate and the length of their genome, i.e., they live close to an error threshold imposed by their genome length. [127] [128] [129] Consequently, mutationinducing drugs can cause this error threshold to be crossed, resulting in lethality. 131, 132 In light of the evidence presented here, the quasispecies model, formulated in the context of genotypic variation, may now need to be extended to conformational variability of RNA with a single sequence. Specifically, given the capability of RNA to form alternative active folds that are stable in vitro relative to the lifetime of RNA in vivo, we suggest that RNA might function and evolve as conformationally distinct, but functionally related conformational quasispecies. In this view, the source of functional variation is not solely provided by the sequence, but by the inherent ruggedness and high degree of energetic degeneracy in the RNA folding landscape. In fit RNA quasispecies, then, alternate folding may constitute another level of adaptive phenotypic variation.
What advantages might such heterogeneity confer on quasispecies of RNA? First, it would enable molecules to achieve their function even if one particular conformer becomes a target for a toxin or nuclease. The observation of a conformational species of the sarcin-ricin loop resistant to cleavage by restrictocin 62 provides a salient example of how such heterogeneity could confer an immediate advantage, provided that the resistant species is still biologically functional. Such conformational heterogeneity could constitute an attractive mode of adaptation, complementary to sequence variation, when it is necessary to respond to variable environmental challenges on short time scales because larger fractions of an RNA are immediately available with an altered folding behavior than are typically found to carry a specific (set of) mutation(s) leading to such behavior. Conversely, long-term exposure to a toxin or other insult would likely drive preferential selection of sequence variants that thermodynamically or kinetically prefer the formation of the resistant conformer(s). Second, the capability of an RNA of a single sequence to adopt multiple conformations that directly or indirectly act in concert may enable short RNA oligomers to adopt more sophisticated functions, such as found in the AN58 aptamer. While this aptamer was artificially selected in vitro, this type of behavior could be useful in nature due to its sequence economy. Furthermore, Huang et al. suggest that this type of dual-use sequence could provide a precursor to gene duplication and phenotype divergence for functional nucleic acids. 63 Previous work, in which a single RNA sequence was designed to encode the folds and activities of both the HDV ribozyme and an RNA ligase ribozyme, 133 similarly suggests that intersections in sequence space between neutral networks of distinct functional RNAs may be common, and could give rise to new folds and functions during evolution. In fact, the simplistic single RNA-single function paradigm does not do justice to the complexity of nature, where an RNA will always have to exert multiple functions in parallel. An example is the hairpin ribozyme that, like the HDV ribozyme, needs to cleave concatemeric replication intermediates of its satellite RNA into monomers, then ligate these into circles that function as rolling-circle replication substrates and are devoid of exonuclease-sensitive 5 0 -and 3 0 -ends so as to maintain their integrity as substrates. 56 That is, catalytic activity is essential (and defines the ''native'' state) for one part of the replication cycle, but catalytic inactivity is critical (''native'') for another part. The existence of conformational isomers of the hairpin ribozyme with different docking-undocking equilibria may then ensure that some RNA molecules are always optimally performing one function while others optimally perform another function without losing all capacity for the former. We hypothesize that such conformational adaptability endows an RNA quasispecies with enhanced functionality in the face of dynamic evolutionary selection criteria (Fig. 9) .
Of course, essentially all studies demonstrating multiple functional folded states of RNA have been conducted in vitro, and it remains to be seen whether such behaviors will be recapitulated in vivo. The one example of obligate folding heterogeneity was observed for a truncated sequence of an artificially selected aptamer, and observations of multiple native states in the hairpin and TG1I ribozymes were made using in vitro transcribed or chemically synthesized RNA that had been purified at least once by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In nature, by contrast, RNA folds as it is transcribed from 5 0 -to 3 0 -end, which influences folding in important ways. For example, the segmental co-transcriptional folding of circularly permuted variants of the Tetrahymena group I intron was found to yield a higher percentage of natively folded RNA than refolding the entire sequence at once. 134 Transcriptional speed and site-specific pausing were found to be important factors in the folding and function of the FMN riboswitch. 135 The Varkud satellite ribozyme, shown to exhibit folding heterogeneity by smFRET 56 and EMSA, folds into a much narrower range of conformations when purified without denaturation or refolding after transcription. 136 A bioinformatic study found evidence that sequences of natural transcripts are selected for features that promote co-transcriptional folding into the correct native secondary structure. 137 Interestingly, while the hairpin ribozyme was found to fold sequentially under kinetic control during in vitro transcription, the relative thermodynamic stability of competing helices was a larger determinant of folding in yeast cells, 138 though kinetic traps can persist in vivo if they are sufficiently stable. 139 The greater preference for thermodynamically stable structures in vivo could be due to RNA chaperones and other RNAbinding proteins in the cell 39 that may serve to re-equilibrate kinetically trapped species via ATP-driven helicase activity or nonspecific stabilization of unfolded intermediates. In the case of CYT-19, an ATP-dependent DEAD-box helicase, there even appears to be some preference for unwinding duplexes within misfolded TG1IRz molecules, perhaps based on compactness of the tertiary structure alone. 140 Another DEAD-box helicase, Mss116, has been shown to stimulate the folding of a group II intron into its near-native state by promoting the formation of unstable intermediates and dynamic sampling of structures along the folding pathway of the intron. 141, 142 While still in their infancy, these studies of co-transcriptional RNA folding and RNA chaperone action suggest that RNA folding behavior should also be studied under conditions as similar as possible to those found in the native cellular environment.
Given the profound kinetic barriers found in some RNAs it seems likely that multiple native states of certain RNAs, either naturally evolved or engineered by humans, will persist in vivo even when folded co-transcriptionally in the presence of nucleic acid binding proteins. For natural RNAs, such heterogeneity may depend on the balance between energy requirements to redistribute kinetically trapped species and any (dis)advantages of maintaining a homogeneous over a heterogeneous population of native RNAs. Only in vivo testing will determine what roles conformational heterogeneity of RNA may have in living organisms. At least in theory, a shapeshifting RNA quasispecies, as observed in vitro, can be expected to impart evolutionary advantages.
